
FOR PINSTRIPING, DESIGN & SCROLL WORK
Original "Mack" Sword Striping Brush

Actual Size #2
Series #10 100% Unmixed Blue Squirrel Hair

� Hand crafted and shaped as it was many years ago.
� Extra attention given to Quality Control with respect to shape & cleaning.
� The very finest grade of Blue Squirrel � Our new "Blue" thread ferrule.
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Xcaliber Striper: What makes the Xcaliber special is its short blue squirrel hair length (only 1-1/2" vs. the average 2" & 2-1/4").
This shorter hair length allows greater control for intricate designs as well as long lines: Available in 0000, 000, 00 & 0.

BRUSH
PRESERVATIVE

NF0-8 
8 OZ.

BRUSH
PRESERVATIVE

XBP-16
16 OZ.

Designed Just 

For Pinstripers

Actual Size #00
The "Mack-Lite": The striper with less belly. The shape is similar to the “Old Dominican”, which was discontinued several years ago. Made with kazan
squirrel hair and bound with  a brass ferrule. Length out is graduated from 1-5/8" to 2". Available in sizes 00, 0, 1 & 2.

Actual Size #00
The "Mack-Belly": Exactly like the "Mack-Lite", only more "belly" to the shape in order to carry more paint. Same sizes & length out as the 
“Mack-Lite”. Made with kazan squirrel hair. Available in sizes 00, 0, 1 & 2.

Actual Size #00
The "Fast-Lite": Similar in shape to the “Mack-Lite” only the hair length is longer, and it is made with blue squirrel hair. Length out is graduated from
1-7/8" to 2-1/4". Available in sizes 00, 0, 1 & 2.

Actual Size #00

Xcaliber Striper

Three Innovative Stripers

THE MACH-ONE STRIPER SERIES #101

(#1 Actual Overall Length 5”)

(#2/0 Actual Overall Length 5”)

The Grumbacher Company was sold several years ago and the new company discontinued many of the quality brush products.
When the two Grumbacher stripers were no longer offered we found the company who had been making these for Grumbacher and
began offering the same brush, but with our name on the handle. Unfortunately that manufacturing company went out of business
in mid 2002, so we worked with several “Grumbacher users” and developed our own version of the old Grumbacher 1010. We can
not offer the 1020 black plastic handle, since we would have to buy too many handles to get a cost effective price. Stripers who
worked with us to develop this new brush also suggested that it be a bit longer. From this research came the new “Mach-One.”

SIZES 00 0 1 2
Length Out 1-7/8” 1-15/16” 2” 2-1/16”

SIZES 000 00 0 1 2 3 4
Width Of Head In Inches 3/16" 7/32" 1/4" 5/16" 13/32" 1/2" 9/16"
Width of Head in MM 5.55mm 5.55mm 6.35mm 7.93mm 10.31mm 12.70mm 14.28mm

Regular length of hair: 2 inches - 5.08CM

MACK BRUSH
PRESERVATIVE

MBP-16
16 OZ.

BRUSH PRESERVATIVE
Conditions & Protects Your Sign Painting

and Artist Brushes

After using the brush, clean it with whatever
you are using to reduce the paint (reducer) or
turpentine. Work the preservative into the
hair & brush head. This will help prevent
paint buildup in the ferrule & heel of the
brush. Wipe off the excess oil & shape the
brush. This oil will keep your brush soft &
maintain the shape while in storage. 
Clean the preservative out of the brush
with reducer or turpentine before using it.

Good for all types of brushes, 
both natural hair or synthetic.

Contains no harmful acids and is 
environmentally safe.

Keep Out of Reach of Children.

16 fluid oz. - one pint
ANDREW MACK & SON 

BRUSH COMPANY
225 E. Chicago St., P.O. Box 157

Jonesville, MI 49250
www.mackbrush.com

Series M-L

Series M-B

Series F-L

Series X
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FIEBING'S PRIME
NEATSFOOT OIL

100% Unmixed Chinese Blue Squirrel Hair

SIZES 0000 000 00 0 1 2 3 4

Width of Head in Inches 3/16” 3/16” 7/32” 1/4” 5/16” 13/32” 1/2” 9/16”

Width of Head in MM 5.55mm 5.55mm 5.55mm 6.35mm 7.93mm 10.31mm 12.70mm 14.28mm

Regular Length of Hair: 2 inches - 5.08cm

NEW
SIZE!

Andrew Mack & Son Brush Company has teamed up 
with Todd Hanson to create a brush called the “King 
13” which is offered in sizes 00000, 000, 00, and 0. 
We use a 60mm Chinese blue squirrel hair for the 
00000 and 000 giving the brush a total length of 1 ¾”.  
We use a 64mm hair for the 00 and 0 which gives the 
brush a total length of 2”.  The brush has more pull in 
the making process giving it a little more taper than a 
traditional striper.  The amount of hair that is distribut-
ed onto the handle during the making process is con-
figured differently than our series #10 or #20 brushes.  
For example, the 00000 and 000 are made on a #00 
handle, the 00 is made on a #0 handle, and the 0 is 
made on a #1 handle.  Our technicians are applying 

the same amount of hair for a say a #00 brush but putting it on a handle that has a larger 
surface area. For the past several years, we have made these custom brushes for Todd 
with all the above attributes and decided it was time to put his name on the brush.

Series #13    Offered in sizes:  0000000  /  00000  /  000  /  00   /  0  / 1

Hanson/Mack

“King 13”
Pinstriping Brushes

The “Mack-Lite”: The striper with less belly. The shape is similar to the “Old Dominican”, which was discontinued 
years ago. Made with kazan squirrel hair and bound with a brass ferrule. Length out is graduated from 1-5/8” to 2”. 
Available in sizes 00, 0, 1 & 2.   Series M-L

The “Mack-Belly”: Exactly like the “Mack-Lite”, only more “belly” to the shape in order to carry more paint.  Same 
sizes & length out as the “Mack-Lite”. Made with kazan squirrel hair.
Available in sizes 00, 0, 1 & 2.  Series M-B

The “Fast-Lite”: Similar in shape to the “Mack-Lite” only the hair length is longer, and it is made with blue squirrel 
hair. Length out is graduated from 1-7/8” to 2-1/4”.
Available in sizes 00, 0, 1 & 2.  Series F-L

Three Innovative Stripers

MACK-LITE

FAST-LITE

0
0

Original Mack                           
                           

    

Pinstriping Brush                           
                          

Assortment #10                                                        
                                                        

  

Includes 1 each of                                 
                                   

Sizes 000, 00, 0,                         
                           

  

1, 2 and 3

New! Series 3010                                                                       
“Made just like the series 30 but 
using China Blue Squirrel Hair”                                                   

Sizes 000 - 4

Neatsfoot
Oil

NF0-16
16 oz.
Bottle


